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 **Step 1 of 2** [![Example 14-6 - IP address of a Web page](media/example_14-6.jpg "Example
14-6")](media/example_14-6.jpg) The following text appears when the user logins: The user's browser address appears on the
screen. ## See also [Connect a computer to a router](connect-a-computer-to-a-router.md) Q: Javascript Close/Remove Form

Submits I'm trying to close the form so that if the user presses the back button or selects another tab, it won't submit. I've tried
using $('#sfForm').submit(function(event) {event.preventDefault();}); but I can't seem to make it work. Any ideas? A: I can't

seem to make it work. If you can't make it work, maybe you don't want to. A back button and a refresh should not be an
invitation to a fatal crash. :-) But if you insist, what you need to do is preventDefault in the form's submit handler.

$('#sfForm').submit(function(event) { event.preventDefault(); // do something }); That said, it's better to use a different event in
general, for example: $('#sfForm').on('submit', function(event) { The reason is that the browser is likely to come up with its own
logic for handling this. And... it's not actually a very good idea to try to "close" a form (as in actually closing it). To prevent the

default action, you should probably stop the event (as in "preventDefault") instead of allowing it to proceed as it normally
would. And... well, yes, you can do whatever you want about the back button, and yes, you can do that in the handler instead of

the attribute, but remember that you can't "restore" the current state of the page by "unsubmitting" the form. That's why the
attribute was added in the first place. You could use the history API to "save" 520fdb1ae7
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